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Abstract
This proposal is concerned with three-dimensional object recognition from range data using
superquadric primitives. Superquadrics are a family of parametric shape models which represent
objects at the part level and can account for a wide variety of natural and man-made forms. An
integrated framework for segmenting dense range data of complex 3-D objects into their constituent
parts in terms of bi-quadric surface patches and superquadric shape primitives is described in [29].
We propose a vision architecture that scales well as the size of its model database grows. Following
the recovery of superquadric primitives from the input depth map, we split the computation into
two concurrent processing streams. One is concerned with the classification of individual parts
using viewpoint-invariant shape information while the other classifies pairwise part relationships
using their relative size, orientation and type of joint. The major contribution of this proposal
lies in a principled solution to the very difficult problems of superquadric part classification and
model indexing. The problem is how to retrieve the best matched models without exploring all
possible object matches.

Our approach is t o cluster together similar model parts to create a

reasonable number of prototypical part classes (pmtoparts). Each superquadric part recovered from
the input is paired with the best matching protopart using precomputed class statistics. A parallel,

theoretically-well grounded evidential recognition algorithm quickly selects models consistent with
the classified parts. Classified part relations (protorelations) are used t o further reduce the number
of consistent models and remaining ambiguities are resolved using sequential top-down search.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This paper is concerned with efficient and scalable 3-D object recognition from single-viewpoint
dense range data using superquadric shape primitives to represent object parts. Superquadrics are
a family of parametric shape models which represent objects at the part level and are complex
enough to account for a relatively large ensemble of shapes [4]. Using constructive solid modeling,
superquadrics make it possible t o account for a tremendous variety of natural and man-made forms
[40]. Since only a small number of parameters are needed t o uniquely specify the shape, size,
position and orientation of a superquadric in a 3-D scene, a representation based on superquadrics
may provide the constraint needed to curb the combinatorial explosion when searching for global
shape cues [41]. Our approach builds on Gupta's scheme for segmenting dense range data of
complex 3-D objects into their constituent parts in terms of surface (bi-quadric) and volumetric
(superquadric) primitives [29]. The surface segmentation is used to generate region adjacency
graphs, t o localize surface discontinuities, and to derive global shape properties of the surfaces.
Superquadrics are fitted t o subsets of the data using Solina's iterative non-linear least-squares
optimization technique [50]. The control structure used invokes the models in a systematic manner,
evaluates the intermediate descriptions, and integrates them t o achieve final segmentation.
The proposal is organized as follows. In this chapter we define the problem of evidential model
indexing and show how prototypical parts (and relations) can be used to efficiently index models.
Section 2 covers important background information. In Section 3 we further develop the concept of
protoparts. Section 4 shows how a statistics-based approach can be used t o discriminate between
parts that differ only by fine metric variations. In Section 5 we lay down the foundation for an
efficient parallel evidential model indexing algorithm. Finally, Section 6 brings everything together.

1.1

Problem Statement

We are interested in the rapid identification of an isolated, unanticipated complex three-dimensional
~
dense depth image of it. To do so, we need a
(3-D) object, given as input a 2 + - single-viewpoint
detailed model at the part level for every class of objects. The models should be flexible enough to
account for variations of familiar objects such as missing parts due t o self occlusion, degradation
caused by sensor noise, moderate shifts in the viewing angle and variation in posture due to joint
articulation. When the recognition algorithm fails it should do so gracefully, and when no single
model reliably fits the input it should indicate to the segmentation algorithm what additional
information is necessary for disambiguating it. Such information could be used t o achieve a better
segmentation of the image. Resegmentation, in turn, can provide reinforcement for the current
hypothesis about the identity of the object seen, or reject it in favor of a better one.
The recognition problem just described can be broken down into four major sub-problems.

1 . The Image Segmentation Problem: Given the 2 ; - ~depth image of a single object, obtained for
example using a laser range scanner, obtain a good ("natural") decomposition (segmentation)
of the image into a set of non-overlapping superquadric parts.

2 . The Part Classification Problem: Given the set of superquadric parts obtained in step ( I ) ,
along with their relative 3-D positions and orientations, efficiently classify each of the parts
(relations) into one of several prototypical part (relation) classes.

3. The Model Indexing Problem: Given the set of prototypical parts and relations obtained in
step (2), represented as a weighted undirected acyclic graph, find from among all models in
the object database the one(s) that best describe(s) the object that was scanned in step (1).
4 . The Active Vision Problem: Given that more than one "best matching" model was obtained

in step (3), compute a new angle of view which would best resolve the ambiguity in the
identity of the object under view.

All four sub-problems

are extremely difficult problems. The image segmentation problem has

been extensively researched, with most of the progress made in the domain of simple man-made
objects such as industrial parts and household items. The problem is so difficult because part
definition ultimately depends on the reliability, versatility and computability constraints imposed
by the task of shape recognition and may not be unique [29]. The complete visual recognition

problem is even more complex because the initial data acquisition process cannot be separated
from the later segmentation and shape representation. The problem of how data acquisition can
interact with the recognition process falls under the heading of active vision 131. In this thesis
we do not intend t o get involved in the automatic decomposition of objects into parts. We can
afford t o do this by using synthetic, noise-free, complete (3-D) depth data of simple man-made
objects containing no more than three or four parts separated by sharp concavities. Under these
ideal conditions, reliable segmentation is possible using a vision system such as the one described
in Gupta's doctoral thesis [29]. Also, we do not plan t o pursue the problem of active vision in this
thesis, although we briefly touch upon it in Section 6.4.

1.2

Protopart Model Indexing

The major contribution of this proposal lies in a principled solution to the very difficult part classification problem and the somewhat less difficult, but just as important, problem of model indexing.
The two problems get progressively more difficult when the number of models substantially increases. The problem is how t o retrieve the best matched models without exploring all possible
object matches. We achieve the goal of significantly reducing the number of model matches by
taking advantage of the commonalities among models t o avoid searching similar portions of the
search space. This is where our notion of prototypical parts and relations comes in. Unlike many
existing systems, our proposed vision system should be applicable to three-dimensional multi-part
objects, involves massive parallelism in all bottom-up stages, and is based on a formal evidential
framework which can be efficiently implemented on a massively p a r d e l computer [47]. By employing an evidential model indexing approach our system should exhibits a graceful degradation
behavior in the amount of time available. Evidential model indexing not only quickly selects a set
of candidate models but it also ranks the candidates. Thus, if time is scarce, the system will verify
as many of the top-ranked models as possible and return its best guess.
As mentioned above, the fundamental issue in model-based recognition is how t o rapidly narrow
down the number of candidate models without searching through all models. For a large vision
system to be useful, recognition time must grow sub-linearly with the size of the database. To
achieve this, models need t o be organized in a way that allows quick indexing of the most likely
candidate models using features extracted from the input [21].We believe that superquadrics are
ideal model indexing keys. It is well-known that superquadric models can be used as a graphics

representational primitive [6] [41],although their use for model-based object recognition tasks has
not been studied t o a great extent yet. Their major advantage is the relatively small number of
parameters needed to uniquely specify the shape, size, position and orientation of a superquadric
part in a 3-D scene. It is still important, though, to select the most discriminatory parameters
to curb a combinatorial explosion when searching for the best matching models. See Chapter 4
for more details. Using the superquadric parts directly as indexing keys, however, may not be
practical when the number of distinct model parts is very large. It is easy t o see that if the number
of indexing keys is too large, the complexity of model indexing is equivalent to searching through all
models. Conversely, a very small number of indexing keys will not facilitate a substantial pruning
of candidate models. Thus, there exists an ideal number of indexing keys which depends, among
other things, on the number of models [32].
Our approach to the difficult problem of the formation of indexing keys is to cluster together
similar model parts to create a reasonable number of part classes which we term p r o t o p a r t s
(prototypical p a d s ) . (Similar model relations are clustered to form prototypical relations, likewise
termed protorelations.) Representing protoparts as a collection of similar parts is not practical
for recognition purposes since searching through them for the model part which best matches an
input superquadric part is equivalent to searching through all the models. Our solution is to
summarize the superquadric model parts that make up a protopart using the mean values and
standard deviations (intervals) of their parameters and, if needed, their correlations. (We assume
that it is possible to form compact and well-separated clusters of model parts in the superquadric
parameter space.) A formalization of the notion of protopart and protorelation model indexing and
includes a simple illustrative example can be found below.
Once statistics have been accumulated for all protoparts, each superquadric can be paired with
the best matching protopart using statistical classification techniques. The result of this classification is the desired set of indexing keys. This presents us with a new problem, namely how to select
the models which best match the keys. The issue is not so much how to retrieve all indexed models,
since we can associate with each protopart the list of models whose parts were clustered to form
the protopart, but how to combine the evidence supplied by the protoparts to quickly retrieve only
a few of the best matching models. The indexing problem can be viewed as the problem of concept
classification in the setting of traditional frame-based languages such as KL-ONE 1151. Shastri [47]
has developed a representation language that may be viewed as an evidential extension to a somewhat restricted version of KL-ONEwhich offers a uniform treatment of inheritance and recognition

Figure 1.1: Formalization of protopart model indexing
problems, including those that involve exceptions, multiple hierarchies, and conflicting information,
and can be implemented efficiently on a massively parallel computer. Within Shastri's evidential
formulation, finding solutions to the recognition problem may be viewed as decision making under
uncertainty that requires choosing the most likely alternative from among a set of mutually exclusive
alternatives. This involves combining the evidence provided by relevant evidential assertions and
using it to compute the likelihood of competing hypotheses. Shastri's solution to the recognition
problem, referred to as the best estimate rule in [47], is based on the notion of maximum entropy

[34] and can be viewed as a generalization of the Dempster-Shafer evidence-combination rule [46].
Shastri also showed that conventional Bayesian inference used in conjunction with certain independence assumptions produce the same results as those obtained by the best estimate rule. Chapter

5 contains an brief introduction to those portions of Shastri's evidential theory of recognition that
is relevant to our detailed discussion of protopart model indexing.
Figure 1.1 formally summarizes protopart model indexing by illustrating how the input superquadric parts are simultaneously classified into protoparts and how the latter are used to index
into the model database. A given superquadric part extracted from the input range map is denoted
by

3,' 1 5 j 5 n, and the parameter vector associated with it by

(a:, a:.

..a$). The protopart that

3jis denoted by +j and the set of superquadric model parts that were clustered to
form it by { d , ~.4*jl},
. . where lCjl is the size of the cluster. Protopart !Dj is represented by the
best matches

set of statistics - the vector of superquadric parameter means

fif and the covariance matrix kf ,

assuming a quadratic classifier is used - summarizing the distribution of its members and a list of
. j .j
pointers {tl, z 2 . . . i k } ( mj
that index into the model database. The set of models retrieved
using protopart !Dj is denoted by Mi.The set of model parts which receive support from 9; (i.e.,

Figure 1.2: Formalization of protorelation model indexing

{&,d..
.flajl})can be easily accessed if each model has its parts indexed by protoparts.
The complexity of protopart model indexing is proportional, among other things, to the number
of indexed models. The number of indexed models, on the average, is O(n - 190,where n is the
number of input superquadric parts and Q is the average size of a protopart. If one assumes that
i) the object to be recognized is a single completely visible object, ii) all models are equally likely,
iii) all models have the same number of parts, and iv) model parts are favorably distributed among
the indexing keys, then it can be shown that the total cost of recognition is minimized when the
size of a protopart (i.e., degree of feature sharing) is proportional t o the square root of the number
of models in the system database [32]. This means that, on the average, the number of candidate
models that need to be verified is also proportional to the square root of the number of models.
Figure 1.2 formally summarizes protorelation model indexing. Pairs of superquadric parts are
classified in parallel into protorelations which are then used to index into the model database. A
given pair of superquadric parts is denoted by
the relation between them by ( b i .. .bf)

sn)and the parameter vector that describes

(jn-l,

. (The b$'s are a function of the superquadric parameters

of both parts.) The protorelation that best matches the pair is denoted by
and the set of model relations that were clustered to form it by {ri, T:
size of the cluster and r: denotes a pair of model parts
by a set of statistics (,CT and

)
:
2

and a list of pointers

relations are indexed by protorelations.

rLl},where 1 T j 1 is the

. ..

(&,d).Protorelation
.j . j
{tl,t2..

T j is represented

'

.i&} (m 5 ITjl) that index into

the model database. The set of models retrieved using protorelation
of model relations supported by T j (i.e., {T;,

Tj, 1 5 j 5 n(n - 1)/2,

Tjis denoted by Mj. The set

ri ... r L l } ) can then be accessed, assuming models

Figure 1.3: An example of protopart/protorelation model indexing
The complexity of protorelation model indexing is also proportional to the number of indexed
models. The average number of indexed models depends on the sparsity of relations in the input
image and lies between O ( n . !TI)and O(n2. ITl).Under the kind of assumptions used in the case
of protoparts, it can be shown that the total cost of recognition is minimized when protorelation
size is proportional to the square root of the number of models.
Figure 1.3 illustrates how protoparts and protorelations are used to index into a simple model
database. Two protoparts (a1 and

a2)and one protorelation

estimated means (e.g., fif of protopart

@2)

( T I ) are shown. A vector of the

and a covariance matrix (e.g.,

2
:

of protorelation

TI)

is associated with each protopart and protorelation. In our example, the torso of the human figure
that is being recognized (superquadric part Sq)has been classified as protopart

$1

(rather than

iPz), based on its shape. As can be seen, each protopart (protorelation) has associated with it a set
of pointers to the model parts (relations) that were clustered together due to their shape similarity
(and from whom the statistics were derived). Also shown is the classification of the relationship

TIand how this relationship provides evidence
: and P:.
for the human model MI, as indicated by highlighting P
between superquadrics Sq and Ss as protorelation
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Figure 1.4: Subsystems of the proposed vision system

1.3

Vision System Overview

This proposal contains a detailed plan for a parallel evidence-based vision system architecture that
scales well as the number of models in its database grows. A block diagram at the subsystem
level is presented in Figure 1.4. The two subsystems which are at the heart of this proposal,
namely the Shape Classification Subsystem and the Candidate Selection Subsystem, are drawn
with thicker boundaries. The input t o the vision system, for the purpose of this proposal, is a
depth map segmented by the Range Preprocessing Subsystem (under the guidance of the
Bottom-Up Segmentation Controller) into superquadric parts. An attention window (controlled
by the Top-Down Attention Shifter) is used to select one part at a time. Each superquadric part
has associated with it, in addition to estimates of its parameters, a measure of fit denoting the
quality of match t o the range data as well as confidence intervals on its 3-D position, orientation,
size and shape parameters. Recapitulating, we do not intend to get involved in the automatic
decomposition of objects into parts. It is assumed that the Range Preprocessing Subsystem is
capable of segmenting a compound object into meaningful parts and that segmentation errors
occur infrequently. Segmentation error can be tolerated, t o some extent, by having a closed-loop
vision system.

t

As evident in Figure 1.4, we split the initial computation into two concurrent processing streams:
The Shape Classification Subsystem and the Joint Classification Subsystem. The former
classifies the superquadric part contained in the Attention Window into one of several part classes
using superquadric shape parameters such as size, squareness, taper and twist while the latter
classifies part adjacency relations into one of several relation classes. Separating shape information
from connectivity constraints significantly simplifies the design and implementation of the Shape
and Joint Classification Subsystems by roughly cutting in half the dimensionality of the original
parameter space. In addition, the output of the Shape Classification Subsystem enables the Candidate Selection Subsystem to mpidly and efficiently narrow down the number of candidate models,
prior to verification against the part relations found by the Joint Classification Subsystem. Also,
there is ample evidence that shape information and position information in the primate cortex and
in the human cortex are simultaneously processed in two distinct cortical pathways [54] [33].
The two concurrent processing streams are combined in the Candidate Selection Subsystem
where the classified parts serve as input to a pamllel, evidential pattern matcher whose task is to
robustly and efficiently select from a large model database the few candidate object models that are
most consistent with the classified parts. To further narrow down the number of candidate models,
the part relationships output by the Joint Classification Subsystem are used as constraints on the
parts of the selected models. If more than one model survives or no model is found to be consistent
with the input, the Object Disambiguation Subsystem performs a top-down disambiguation of
the hypothesized models by selecting the most diagnostic model parts that have not been recovered
and directing the attention of the Bottom-Up Segmentation Controller to their predicted 3-D
locations in hope that a better segmentation of the range data will resolve all ambiguities.

1.4

Initial Assumptions

Before proceeding, we feel that it is appropriate to explicitly enumerate the assumptions underlying
our proposed vision system. An effort has been made to keep their number and scope to a minimum.
The assumptions are roughly ordered in a decreasing order of their significance.

1. Representational Adequacy Assumption: The superquadric shape primitive adequately describes the parts of domain objects. This is not as restrictive as it may sound - any parametric
shape primitive having an analytic implicit surface function would suffice.

2. Model Granularity Assumption: A high level of resolution is not necessary to distinguish
between different objects. This is usually true in many interesting domains (e.g., furniture,
tools, animals).
3 . Segmentation Stability Assumption: The Range Preprocessing subsystem is capable of consistently segmenting compound objects into meaningful parts with only a few occasional errors.
Segmentation experiments described in [29] seem to support this.
4 . Scene Simplicity Assumption: The scene contains a single multi-part three-dimensional object
against a flat background. Although the problem of segmenting a cluttered scene is far from
solved, the problem of recognizing an object in isolation is an important intermediate goal.

5 . Viewpoint Generality Assumption: The object to be recognized is seen from a principle
(canonical) viewpoint

- the

orientation most probable to be seen. This is not necessarily

so restrictive; other, less likely views will require further processing.

6 . Skeletal Acyclicity Assumption: The skeleton (i.e., superquadric adjacency relationship graph)
of domain objects is a connected acyclic graph. This allows for a recognition algorithm having
a polynomial time complexity (rather than exponential).

7 . Joint Articulation Assumption: The allowable joint movements of domain objects are fairly
restricted. This commonly used assumption simplifies the classification of part relationships
and is true of many domains.

Chapter

Background
Many three-dimensional object representation schemes have been proposed over the last two decades.
Virtually all make use of a hierarchical form of representation. The representational primitives,
always found at the lowest level of abstraction, vary in complexity from simple curves used in
wire-frame representations through piecewise bi-quadric patches used in surface boundary representations t o complex volumetric descriptions such as superquadrics used in Constructive Solid
Geometry

(CSG)schemes [5].

The primitives that form the basis for the representation of a object model must be chosen
judiciously, since all interpretations are based on their degree of matching. Complex primitives lead
directly to object recognition but demand much computational processing of the image. Simpler
primitives are easier to accurately detect but, since they contain less information, are more difficult
to match against the object models. Thus, an inherent tradeoff exists between the complexity of
the representation (the amount of processing needed to derive the primitives) and the size of the
search space (the amount of processing needed to derive scene interpretations) [21].
We have chosen to model 3-D objects using superquadrics as primitives. The reasons for this
choice should become apparent in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. For now, it is easiest to think of superquadric
models as lumps of day which can be deformed in various ways. (Figure 2.1 illustrates a family of
shapes that can be created using only 4 shape parameters.) These lumps can be combined to form
realistic-looking objects using the CSG approach. The variability of the superquadric primitives
which constitute the parts of object models in our proposed domain will be represented using
the multivariate Gaussian distribution. We intend to verify this assumption once a large enough
database is constructed.
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Figure 2.1: A family of superquadrics generated using tapering, bending and squareness parameters

2.1

Superquadrics As Primitives

Superquadrics are a collection of three-dimensional (3-D) smooth parametric objects based on a
two-dimensional (2-D) version developed by the renowned Danish furniture designer Piet Hein [27].
To the best of our knowledge, Barr was the first to suggest using superquadrics with parametric
deformations as primitives of a hierarchical graphics system [6]. Pentland, a strong proponent of
superquadrics as a representational primitive, has further investigated this paradigm [41]. Both
have shown that using only simple deformations such as stretching, bending, tapering and twisting,
one can accurately represent an extremely wide variety of objects. Moreover, using the intuitively
attractive qqmme?t ef CfGiit ig psibletoaccauntfo~atremendo~
E i e t y o f G t Ural=dmTn-made forms. Figure 2.1 illustrates the expressive power of this paradigm. The parts shown were
created using different combinations of the tapering, bending and squareness parameters.
Mathematically, a superquadric object can be described by a three-dimensional vector which
traces its surface [6]:

Parameters al, a2 and a3 control the size of the superquadric in the x , y and z directions,

(C,,
is shorthand for cos 7 and S,,is shorthand for sin 7. The sign function sgn(z)
returns +1, 0 or -1 depending on whether x > 0, x = 0 or x < 0, respectively.) Parameter 77 is
the angle between the vector x and its projection in the x - y plane while w is the angle between
the projection of x in the x - y plane and the x axis (they are the latitudal and longtitudal angles,
respectively.

respectively, of 3in a spherical coordinate system). Parameters €1 and €2 control the squareness of
the superquadric in the latitudal and longtitudal planes, respectively.
It turns out that an implicit equation, dubbed the inside-outside function, is more useful than
the above explicit vector representation. The inside-outside function assumes a value of 1 when
a point is on the superquadric surface and smaller or larger values when the point lies inside or
outside of its surface, respectively. (Zero is obtained at its center of gravity; otherwise, the value is
always a positive number.) The formula, a modification of Barr's formula by Solina, is

The inside-outside function defines a superquadric surface in an object-centered coordinate
system. For recognition purposes, it is necessary to transform points in a range image (the world
coordinate system) to the object-centered coordinate system. This is accomplished by multiplying
the vector representation of a superquadric by a homogeneous transformation matrix [39]. See
Solina's thesis for the formulation of the transformed inside-outside function [50]. The modified
inside-outside function has six additional parameters: three for 3-D position and three for 3-D
orientation (using Euler angles). Parametric deformations such as bending, tapering and twisting
can be similarly introduced using transformation matrices. The only requirement - needed to
facilitate efficient recognition - is that the inverse transformation exists.
Solina has come up with an efficient algorithm for the recovery of single superquadric parts
from depth maps [50]. His algorithm begins by computing rough estimates of the size, position
and orientation of a given superquadric part. As an estimate of the position, Solina computes
the 3-D center of gravity of a single "cloud" of range data representing the visible surface of a
single superquadric object. The center of gravity and the three central moments of inertia are
then used to position and orient, respectively, an ellipsoid serving as a rough initial estimate of
the superquadric part matching the data. The computation of seed parameters is followed by the
recovery of shape, size, position and orientation parameters as well as deformation parameters.
Note that since deformations are not commutative, they must be applied in a specific fixed order
which is reversed during recognition.

The recovery of superquadric parameters involves minimizing the non-linear superquadric insideoutside function. Solina uses the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative non-linear least squares minimization procedure 1451 [43]. From the initial guess, the method incrementally changes the eleven
superquadric parameters ( a l . . .all) of the inside-outside function in steepest decent fashion to
minimize the squared sum

of the unbiased inside-outside function over aJl data points, [xi,yi, ziIT. This is repeated with
the new parameters until there is negligible improvement in X2

- the least

squares residual.

There is an inherent lack of uniqueness (i.e., ambiguity) in the solutions thus obtained. Due to
self occlusion, not all sides of an object are visible at the same time. Consequently, there is a range
of superquadrics for which the residual is very close. Since the particular set of parameters found
may be more a product of sensor noise than of the structure of the X2 surface, the fitted parameters
can not be reported with a high degree of confidence. Solina's solution to this problem is to define
a "minimum volume" metric by multiplying the residual by a factor related to the volume of the
superquadric [51]. The factor bends large flat areas of the

X2

surface in the parameter space so

that the slope will bias the gradient descent procedure towards smaller models.

A different approach, proposed by Whaite and Ferrie [55], is t o pursue Marr's principle of
least commitment [36]. According to this principle, rather than choosing a unique answer, the
non-uniqueness in the solution is communicated. The key t o communicating the non-uniqueness
of the fitted models to higher-level processes lies in the nature of the X2 surface in the parameter
space. Whaite and Ferrie advocate using the covariance matrix that is provided by the LevenbergMarquardt minimization procedure to communicate the ambiguity in the solution. Under the
assumptions of local linearity around the minimum and normally distributed errors for the metric
used in minimization, the estimated parameters will have a multivariate normal distribution defined
by the covariance matrix C = 2 ~ - ' , where E is the Hessian matrix - the second derivative matrix
of the inside-outside function - as evaluated at the minimum. Moreover, the error difference ax2
has a chi-square probability distribution with M degrees of freedom (i.e., number of parameters).
Thus, one can choose a confidence level, AX:? and define the ellipsoid of confidence as

which encloses a', the true parameters, 7 percent of the time.

2.2

Range Image Segmentation

The problem of part definition, description, and decomposition is central to all shape recognition
systems. Parts are defined as subsets of object features that partition the object into its components.
Many different partitions of an object into parts are possible, although usually only one partition is
used to represent the object. Parts are most conveniently and reliably separated where variations
such as concave corners occur. This allows the system to readily identify objects with notational and
translational articulations as well as ones with relative scaling variability among their parts. The
representation must specify the relationship between the parts. The specification should include
the type of connection between the parts and the geometric relationship between the components.

In his recent thesis, Gupta develops an integrated framework for segmenting dense range data
of complex 3-D objects into their constituent parts in terms of surface and volumetric primitives
[29]. Unlike previous approaches, Gupta uses geometric properties derived from surface, as well

as volumetric models, t o recover structured descriptions of complex objects without substantial a
priori domain knowledge or stored models. To recover shape descriptions, bi-quadric models are
used for surface representation and superquadric models are used for object-centered volumetric
representation. The surface segmentation is used to generate region adjacency graphs, to localize
surface discontinuities, and to derive global shape properties of the surfaces. A superquadric model
is recovered for the entire data set and residuals are computed to evaluate the fit. In addition to the
quantitative measures, qualitative measures based on the distribution of the residuals are used for
the complete evaluation of the model. The control structure used by the segmentation algorithm
invokes the models in a systematic manner, evaluates the intermediate descriptions, and integrates
them to achieve final segmentation. Superquadric and bi-quadric models are recovered in parallel
to incorporate the best of the coarse-to-fine and fine-to-coarse segmentation strategies. The model
evaluation criteria determine the dimensionality of the scene, and decide whether t o terminate the
procedure, or selectively refine the segmentation by following a global-to-local part segmentation
approach. The control module generates hypotheses about superquadric models at clusters of
underestimated data and performs controlled extrapolation of the part-model by shrinking the
global model. As the global model shrinks and the local models grow, they are evaluated and
tested for termination or further segmentation. Gupta presents results on real range images of
scenes of varying complexity, including objects with occluding parts, and scenes where surface
segmentat ion is not sufficient to guide the volumetric segmentation.

2.3

Recognition By Parts

Superquadric primitives represent a continuum of shapes. For example, by gradually changing the
shape parameters of a superquadric one can smoothly transform a parallelepiped into an ellipsoid.
One can thus define a s i d a r i t y measure between two superquadrics based on the amount of
deformation needed to transform one into the other [4] and use it to compute a match between
an observed superquadric part and a part belonging to an object model. The problem with this
approach is that one needs to compute a fairly expensive transformation between the observed part
and each part of every model in the database. A solution to this problem is t o classify an observed
superquadric part into one of a moderate number of prototypical parts (protoparts) and use the
best matching protopart as an index into the model database. Our approach is motivated in part
by Biederman's theory of Recognition-By-Components (RBC) [9]. Biederman is concerned, as we
are, with emulating the human capability of recognizing an arbitrary object rapidly, when viewed
from novel orientations, under moderate levels of noise, when partially occluded, and when it is
a new exemplar of a category. According to the RBC hypothesis, compound objects are typically
segmented at regions of sharp concavity and the resultant parts are matched against the best
fitting primitive. RBC also assumes that a modest set of components ("geons") can be derived
from contrasts of a few readily detectable shape properties in the image. From variation over only
two or three levels in the nonaccidental properties and relations of four attributes of generalized
cylinders Biederman generates a set of 36 geons. Three of the attributes describe characteristics of
the cross section: its shape, symmetry, and constancy of size as it is swept along the axis while the
fourth attribute describes the shape of the axis:
1. Cross Section
(a) Contour Edges: Whether contour edges are Straight or Curved.
(b) Symmetry: Whether the cross section is Rotation & Reflection Invariant, Reflection

Invariant, or Asymmetrical.
(c) Size Constancy: Whether the size of the cross section as it is swept along the axis is
Constant, Expanded & Contracted, or Expanded only.
2. Axis

(a) Curvature: Whether the axis is Straight or Curved.

Biederman has extended his theory to account for a minimal set of relations among any pair of
geons [lo]. The relations include:
1. Verticality: Whether geon A is above, below, or to the side of Geon 3 (this relation is defined

for approximately 80% of all objects),

2. Relative Size: Whether geon A is much larger than, much smaller than, or approximately
equal in size to geon B,

3. Centering: Whether the point of attachment is centered or off-centered on a geon's surface,
and
4. Surface Size at Join: Whether a geon is joined at a large or small surface (defined for each

geon separately).
This conservative set yields on the average 57.6 possible combinations of relations that can
hold for a pair of geons. Like the components themselves, the relations are nonaccidental in that
they can be determined from a general viewpoint, requiring the discrimination of only two or
three levels. Consequently, there are 74,649 possible two-geon objects and 154 million possible
three-geon objects! In contrast, people know about 100,000 readily distinguishable object models.
The extraordinary disparity between the representational power of two or three geons and the
number of objects in an individual's object vocabulary means that there is an extremely high
degree of redundancy in the component-relation space. In fact, Biederman shows that only two or
three components in their specified relations would be sufficient to unambiguously represent most
objects, assuming objects are distributed homogeneously among the combinations of relations and
components.
Biederman provides support for the general assumptions of RBC through several object naming
reaction time experiments. In all experiments, subjects named or quickly verified briefly presented
pictures of common objects. In particular, these experiments show that complex objects - defined
as those requiring six or more components to appear complete - could be identified perfectly from
only two or three of their geons, as long as subjects were not stressed to respond quickly. Under
speed stress and with a brief (100 msec) exposure, both naming reaction times and errors increased
with the removal of additional components form the complete versions. But even under these
conditions, complex objects with less than half their components were accurately named on 75
percent of the trials.

2.4

Related Research

Lately, there seems to be a proliferation of papers on object recognition. This renewal of interest is
due to significant improvements in low-level image processing techniques, providing reliable input to
high-level recognition modules. Virtually all successful vision systems are based on the detectionhypothesis-verification cycle [35] [2]. According to this paradigm, detected image features
are used t o make an hypothesis about the object in the image. Using the features of the object
model, the system is able to predict locations of other features in the scene. The hypothesis is
then accepted or rejected, based on reexamining the image for the predicted features. The cycle is
repeated until all the data is explained. Many of today's vision systems make heavy use of object
models to drive their recognition engines [ll][18] [41]. Accordingly, they are termed model-based
vision systems. Since these systems make use of a top-down pattern matcher, their performance
is expected to quickly degrade as the model base grows in size. For a detailed review of vision
systems that have been developed over the last decade or two the reader is referred to [ l l ] [7] [19]
and [16]. Well-known vision systems include Bolles et al.'s 3 D P 0 [14], Bhanu [8], Faugeras et al.
[23], Shirai et al. [49], Lowe [35], Ayache and Faugeras'

HYPER [2] and Grimson [28]. In this

section we briefly review and critique four representative vision systems: Nevatia and Binford [37],
Brooks [17], Ettinger [21] [22] and Bolle et al. [13] [12].
The approach taken by Nevatia and Binford is data-driven (bottom-up), based on the belief that
a substantial amount of low-level analysis is required for general scenes. Objects are represented as
a hierarchy of parts, with generalized cones (in their simplest form) as the primitives. Recognition
is done conceptually in two phases: segmentation and symbolic matching. In the segmentation
phase edges arising from depth discontinuities are used to segment an object into generalized cones
using a simple projection method. Each cone is summarized by describing its size and gross shape
to facilitate a quick, crude matching of pieces. In the matching phase certain "distinguished pieces"
(large or fairly elongated cones) are used as an index into memory to retrieve the most likely set of
models, given the pieces. The remaining cones and their connectivity relationships are then used
to reject most of the models. Finally, a verification phase (not implemented) aims at explaining
inconsistencies observed in the surviving matches and perhaps reject some as implausible.
Brooks' ACRONYM is a domain-independent geometric model-based vision system aimed at
filling in a gap in vision research, which at the time was primarily concerned with low-level bottomup processing. Objects in ACRONYM'S knowledge base are represented using the KRL frame

representation language and a simple family of generalized cones are used as representational primitives. The domain considered by Brooks is aerial views of airfields. Recognition is done using a
prediction graph which hypothesizes observable features and relations t o be matched by features in
the image. A reasoner, which allows for symbolic manipulation of quantified constraints, facilitates
making invariant predictions concerning image features and their relations. Identification of a feature (or relation) in the image - represented by an observation graph - augments the constraints
associated with nodes (and arcs) in the prediction graph via a process called back constraints.
The interpreter is essentially a graph matcher which tries to match maximal subgraphs of the
observation graph to subgraphs of the prediction graph.
Ettinger focuses on effective library organization and clever indexing since he is concerned with
the issue of scalability. The novel contributions of his system are the exploitation of hierarchies of
both object structure (whole object to component parts) and object scale (gross to fine features)
and the automatic generation of model libraries from observed instances. The search space is kept
in check due to the explicit assumption that the number of parts grows only sublinearly with the
number of objects and that each part is not shared by too many objects. Recognition in Ettinger's
SAPPHIRE vision system is done in two distinct phases. First, a strictly bottom-up preprocessor
extracts parts from the input intensity array. Second, a model-based recognition engine attempts
to construct plausible interpretations of the parts recovered. The method is a variation on the
detection-hypothesis-verification cycle. Recognition is done in a coarse-to-fine manner using the
scale hierarchy. In addition, geometric constraints significantly prune the search space.
Bolle et al. formulate object recognition as a parameter transform which simultaneously indexes
into a database of models and matches scene features to model features to avoid the combinatorial
search problem of sequential approaches. The system extracts from range data different types of
features such as 3-D curves and 3-D surfaces. Features detected in a lower-level parameter space
are combined into feature assemblies in the top-level parameters space. Each detected feature is
used as an index into a database of models to determine which hypotheses about feature assemblies
are supported by the feature. Recognition is done using a network modeled as a hierarchy of
layered and concurrent parameter transforms which arrives at a globally consistent interpretation
of the input by iteratively fusing evidence. Each node is associated with an activation level which is
computed based on bottom-up reinforcement, supporting hypotheses of other nodes, and competing
inhibitory hypotheses. Hypotheses which share support from common features compete with each
other and a 'winner-take-all' strategy ensures that only one hypotheses survives in a cluster.

The main problem with the approach taken by Nevatia and Binford is the lack of formalism.
For example, ad hoc criteria are used to connect segments during the segmentation phase and to
select distinguished pieces and account for missing parts in the symbolic phase. The domain used
is very simple: five toy models. It is not clear how well the technique would scale if the domain
were t o be extended. Also, there seems to be a lot of room for improvement (many are suggested
in Nevatia's paper.) For example, pieces are fitted with linear cones (rather than curved), part
description is crude (only length, average width, and whether a cone is linear or cylindrical are
represented), and joint representation is deficient (limits on articulation could be used.)
Although ACRONYM incorporates viewpoint-independent mechanisms, it has been demonstrated only on aerial photographs and has only been tested with a small model base containing
four airplane models. The system takes advantage of the small database by using a predominantly
top-down interpretation of images, thus relying heavily on prediction. In a complex environment
with many different types of objects ACRONYM'S performance could quickly degrade due to its
heavy dependence on the hypothesis-verification paradigm (total prediction has combinatorial complexity). Another problem is the system's strong reliance on the performance of the segmentation
modules. This is particularly troublesome in ACRONYM due to the weak segmenter employed.
Ettinger has demonstrated that his system performs robustly on a small 2-D domain of traffic
signs. The system seems t o scale logarithmically, but one has to be careful about making extrapolations to larger domains. Ettinger heavily relies on the quality of the low-level processes and
he assumes that the segmentation problem can be resolved in a completely bottom-up approach.
Although this works fairly well in his simple domain, we believe this will not work for more complex
domains (e.g., complex 3-D scenes). Findy, inexact matching is dealt with in an ad-hoc manner
and scene parts are hypothesized using a set of unspecified heuristics. Also, a better account of
how the structure and scale hierarchies are combined is c d e d for.
Bolle et al.'s system has been tested using real range data from several moderately complex
scenes containing simple man made objects. Robustness to noise has been tested using additive,
independent, identically distributed, Gaussian noise. Results of these experiments indicate a graceful degradation of performance as noise increased. A significant feature of the system is its highly
parallel nature. A redundancy in the scene description as well as in the stored representations of
objects insures that, in general, missing features as well as incorrect ones should not prohibit correct
object recognition. The main weakness of the system is in its evidence combination mechanism. It
is not clear how one goes about selecting the weights on the links between the pairs of features.

Chapter 3

Protopart Feature Extraction
In this chapter we tackle a problem related to the Part Classification problem presented in Section

1.1. Recapitulating, the problem was stated as follows: given the set of superquadric parts obtained
from the input depth image, along with their relative 3-D positions and orientations, efficiently
classify each of the parts (relations) into one of several prototypical part (relation) classes. We
will return to this problem in Section 4, where we discuss how established statistical classification
techniques can be used to solve it. An important problem that arises is how to automatically form
these prototypical part (relation) classes. As mentioned in Section 1.2, our approach to this difficult
problem is to cluster together similar model parts to create a "reasonable" number of part classes
which we termed protoparts (short for prototypical parts). Likewise, similar model relations are
clustered to form prototypical relations which were termed protorelations.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, our theory of protoparts (protorelations) is motivated in part by
Biederman's theory of Recognition-By-Components (RBC) [9]. However, there are a few practical
problems not addressed in Biederman's work. A very important issue is the optimal number of
geons and geon relations needed in a specific domain. Another is how to select the best features
given a particular low-level processing primitive (e.g., edges, surface patches, superquadrics). Also,
it is not at all clear how to map the continuous measurements extracted from the image to the
symbolic feature values used for geons. For example, the theory of geons does not tell us at
what level of curvature should we call an edge curved rather than straight. Finally, due to the
independence between geon features, Biederman essentially carves the continuous feature space
into hyperrectangles. This is tantamount to assuming that the underlying distribution of parts in
the feature space can be described with well-separated and fairly compact clusters.

Thus, three important (and somewhat related) questions arise:

1. What is the ideal number of part classes?
2. How to partition the models' parts among them?
3. Which features best separate the part classes?
The answer to the first question is quite difficult, since it depends on many factors. It is easy
to see, however, that if the number of classes is too large, classifying a superquadric part into all
part classes may be equivalent to searching through all of the object models. Conversely, if a very
small number of part classes is used then the classification of a given superquadric into one of them
will not facilitate a substantial pruning of candidate models. Thus, there exists an optimal number
of classes which depends, among other things, on the number of object models. It can be shown,
under the assumptions presented in Section 1.2, that the total cost of recognition is minimized
when the size of a protopart (i.e., degree of feature sharing) is proportional t o the square mot of the
number of models in the system database [32]. The ideal number of part classes, however, should
probably be selected empirically, since the assumptions made may be incorrect in practice.
The answer to the second question is not simple, either. As mentioned already, we plan to
employ a clustering approach as a solution to it [25] [30]. The input to the clustering algorithm is
the set of all model parts and the output is a set of classes, each containing several parts that are
"similarn under a carefully chosen similarity criterion. The problem is more complex than may first
appear since each model part represents a set of parts as defined by the distribution of superquadric
parameters among instances of the model. To further complicate matters, it is quite likely that a
sufficient sample may not be available, at least for some of the models. By carefully selecting the
number of protoparts and their boundaries it should be possible in theory t o map each model part
into one and only one protopart.
Regarding the third question, optimal feature selection can be viewed as the problem of reducing
the dimensionality of the superquadric parameter space. This can be achieved by selecting a small
but highly diagnostic subset of the features or by combining the original features in different ways to
yield a small number of new, more diagnostic features. We overview the popular feature extraction
technique of multiple discriminant analysis in Section 3.2. An example illustrating protopart feature
extraction in the domain of simple concave kitchen utensils is given in Section 3.4. Prior to that,
Section 3.3 formally introduces superquadric cavity deformations which we use to represent domain
objects.

3.1

Stat istical Feature Extract ion

The problem of feature extraction arises because each of the measurements of a sample usually
carries a very small amount of information about it. Thus, a large number of measurements is
usually needed. Since the high dimensionality makes the design of the classifier more difficult, it is
imperative to find some way to extract important features from the observed samples. When one
has two or more distributions, feature extraction becomes the choosing of those features which are
most effective for showing class separability. Since class separability depends not only on the class
distributions but also on the classifier to be used, it is customary to assume that one is seeking the
optimum feature set with reference to the Bayes classifier; this will result in minimum error [25].

A popular feature extraction approach is to use a statistical technique known

Multiple Dis-

criminant Analysis [20], which is a natural generalization of Fisher's linear discriminant. The
general idea is t o project from a high-dimensional space into a lower-dimensional space in a way
that maximizes the between-class scatter and minimizes within-class. (The scatter S of a sample x
is closely related t o its covariance matrix Z, modulo a constant factor, i.e., S = ( N - 1)C, where N
is the size of the sample.) Formally, given the scatter matrices of a c-class problem, the within-class

scatter matrix

Sw is defined as

where

is the scatter matrix of class i (1 5 i

5 c ) and

is the mean vector of class i . Similarly, the total scatter mat*

where

is the total mean vector.

ST is naturally defined as

It can then be shown [20] that the total scatter matrix is the sum of the within-class scatter
matrix and a second scatter matrix SB,that is

where

SB is the

between-class scatter m a t e .

The projection from an n-dimensional space to a d-dimensional space (d 5 n) is accomplished
by an n-by-d matrix W

It can easily be shown that the projected within-class scatter matrix
class scatter matrix

Sw

and projected between-

3~ are, respectively,

and

A simple scalar measure of scatter is the determinant of the scatter matrix. Using this measure
one obtains the criterion function

It turns out [56] that the columns of the rectangular matrix W that maximizes J are the
generalized eigenvectors that correspond to the d-largest eigenvalues in

The matrix W also corresponds to the first d columns of the matrix T which simultaneously
diagonalizes Sw to the identity matrix I and Sg to a diagonal matrix D [I][25]. The d largest diagonal elements of D give the generalized eigenvalues A; (1

< i 5 d). The corresponding generalized

eigenvectors represent the most effective features with respect to class separability.

3.2

Domain Object Representation

We plan to test our proposed vision system using synthetic depth data computed from models
of simple concave kitchen utensils such as bowls, cups, glasses, mugs, plates, pots, saucers and
skillets. We chose this domain because of the simplicity of the models needed to represent objects,
the easy accessibility to data, the significant variation among objects within the same class, and
the similarity of objects that belong to different classes. To simplify matters we decided to ignored
handles, wall thickness, and fine details such as the center indentation of saucers. In the same
spirit, we have decided for the time being not pursue the differentiation of cups from mugs and of
saucers from plates.
Objects in our domain were modeled using a thin superquadric with a single cavity deformation.
(See Section 2.1 for a brief formal introduction to the superquadric representation.) Parametric
deformations can be introduced using transformation matrices. For the purpose of this paper only
cavity deformations are of interest. Cavities can be made by uniformly bending the sides of a
thin circular disk around its axis of circular symmetry. Figure 3.1 schematically depicts a cross
section through a cavity deformed using a symmetrical spherical bending operator. To simplify the
computation, the bending is done in polar coordinates. The conversion from cartesian coordinates
to polar coordinates is

The bending is controlled by the bending angle 7 and the range parameters TO and TI. The new
radius (R, in uppercase), after bending, is (in polar coordinates):

The radius of curvature, (k-l) is given by

Finally, back t o cartesian coordinates, the surface position vector
deformed superquadric surface is given by

(2,
in

uppercase) of the

B

Figure 3.1: Cross section through a domain object with a cavity deformation

See [50]for a detailed derivation of the formulae and a discussion of the recovery of cavity
deformations from range data.
Due t o logistic reasons, the superquadric parameters were not measured directly but computed
from a set of manually taken measurements, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Specifically, we have
measured the top diameter (T), center diameter (C), bottom diameter (B), total height ( H t ) ,
center height (H,) and curve length (L, the length of the bent segment). The four superquadric
parameters characterizing the cross section, namely the size a = a1 =
angle 7, and the range parameters

TO

and

TI,

7 = arcsin

a =

TI

a2

(a3

N

O), the bending

were computed from these measurements [31]using
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Figure 3.2: Measurements taken from objects in our domain of simple kitchen utensils
where

Figure 3.2 shows the measured parameters for 64 objects that we sampled. All measurements
are in millimeters (1 millimeter x 0.04 inch). The objects are grouped in six categories: Bowls,
Cups, Glasses, Pots, Plates and Skillets. (See figure 4.1 in Chapter 4 for an illustration of the cross
sections of a representative subset of these objects.) We actually collected data from 83 objects:
22 bowls, 6 cups, 18 glasses, 7 mugs, 11 pots, 8 plates, 4 saucers and 7 skillets. Of these, 4 objects

were outrightly rejected as highly unusual objects (e.g., an extremely small glass), 15 were classified
as ambiguous objects. See [31]for more details.
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Figure 3.3: Superquadric parameters computed from the measurements in Figure 3.2
Figure 3.3 shows, for each of the objects in our domain, the five superquadric parameters we
derived using the above equations (7is shown in degrees) and a sixth very useful parameter, the
Aspect Ratio (AR). (The estimated superquadric parameters had to be slightly adjusted - 5% on
average - to conform with the superquadric constraints [31].)The Aspect Ratio is the ratio between
the Total Height ( H t ) and a virtual width, computed as the average between the Top Diameter (T)
and an idealized bottom diameter obtained by symmetrically shrinking the curved segment (L) of

an object until it disappears (L = 0). After simplification, the formula for the Aspect Ratio is

3.3

Protopart Feature Extraction

We have applied the statistical technique of Multiple Discriminant Analysis (see Section 3.2) to the
data set show in Figure 3.3. Recapitulating, the general idea is to project the superquadric features
into a lower dimensional space in a direction that maximizes the between-class scatter to withinclass scatter ratio. This facilitates setting up simple (i.e., linear or quadratic) boundaries between
the classes in the new feature space. The projection matrix can be found by simultaneously diagonalidng the within-class scatter matrix and the between-class scatter matrix to the identity matrix
and a diagonal matrix, respectively. Since both scatter matrices are - by definition

- symmetric

and positive semidefinite (i.e, have no negative entries) and are assumed to be nonsingular, the
computation can be efficiently done using the iterative Jacobi procedure [43]. The method has a
high numerical stability, is easy to implement, and is conceptually simple to understand. Although
in theory the number of iterations needed for convergence is unbounded, in practice the algorithm
converges very quickly. Also, the speed of convergence can be controlled by changing the tolerance
for error in the final result.
After some experimentation, we determined that the rank (i.e., number of principal components,
or eigenvalues, accounting for over 95% of the variance) of the data shown in Figure 3.3 is three.
This is a significant improvement over directly using the six features. Specifically, rather than
keeping around 21 covariance values for each class we only need t o store 6. To avoid problems of
scale we normalized the parameters, prior to projecting them, using the avemged cumulative mean
and variance of the six classes (i.e., bowls, cups, glasses, plates, pots and skillets). The rational for
scaling the features is that by changing the scale of any one of them the altered component can
be made t o be as close as one likes to the first principal component. In fact, the arbitrariness of
the scale can be exploited to get almost any result one wants. The scaling is especially important
when some of the features have different dimensions. In our case, for example, 7 is in degrees (or
radians), the aspect ratio (AR) is dimensionless, while k - l ,

Ro,R1 and a are in millimeters.

Since the size of our sample is quite small (i.e., 64 distinct objects), it turns out that a classifier
based on the projected features is fairly sensitive to noise and is not particularly robust with respect
to novel class instances. We decided to adopt a bootstrapping approach as a remedy to this problem.
The idea is to duplicate each entry in the table shown in Figure 3.3 and then add uniform random
noise to each of the copies. (We found that 10 copies per entry is sufficient.) After bootstrapping,
we proceed as before with normalization and principal component analysis.
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Figure 3.4: Multiple Discriminant Analysis of the measurements in Figure 3.3
Figure 3.4 summarizes the results of applying Multiple Discriminant Analysis to the superquadric
measurements of Figure 3.3. (We bootstrapped using a moderate peak-to-peak noise-to-signal ratio
of 0.15.) Shown, from top t o bottom, are the class-averaged mean and standard deviation vectors,
the eigenvalues of the principal components (sorted by decreasing importance), and the eigenvectors
that are associated with these eigenvalues. (Note that the first three eigenvalues account for 98%
of the variance.) Upon analysis of PCl (the most significant eigenvector), it appears that AR (the
Aspect Ratio) is the most important parameter. This can be verified by looking at the distribution
of values ([Mean- STD,Mean+ S T D ] ) the feature takes on for each class. Specifically, using only
the Aspect Ratio, it is possible to reliably partition the objects in our database into five categories:
Category

PAR

- PAR

FAR

+ PAR

Plates

0.101

-

0.151

Skillets

0.192

-

0.230

Bowls/Pots

0.401

-

0.632

Cups

0.992

-

1.146

Glasses

1.451

-

2.007

This analysis reveals that AR is a highly discriminating attribute. Perhaps the reason it is so
useful is that it is scale invariant.

Chapter 4

Statistical Protopart Classification
The classification of a superquadric part into one of a small number of highly distinct shape classes
(e.g., Biederman's geons) may not be sufficient in certain domains. It is not too hard to come up
with examples of domains in which classes are distinguished from each other using fairly fine metric
variations of features (e.g., cups versus glasses). Thus, it is imperative for a general vision system
to represent such distinctions and use them when classifying object parts.
The purpose of statistical pattern classification is to determine t o which category or class a given
sample belongs. Through an observation process, a set of numbers which make up the measurement
vector are obtained. The vector is a random vector and its conditional density function depends
on its class. Because of the great importance of statistical pattern classification t o so many fields
of science, there is a vast amount of literature on the topic. For an introduction to basic concepts
of statistics theory, especially multivariate statistical analysis, see [53], [I] and [43]. More specific
references relating t o statistical pattern classification can be found in [20], [57], [26] and [44].
The design process of a classifier involves several stages [25]. First, data is gathered and properly
normalized. In the second stage, a nonparametric process is used to estimate the Bayes e m r ,
the overlap among different class densities. The Bayes error is the smallest possible error in the
measurement space and can be used in later stages t o determine whether the extracted features
and classifier design are acceptable or not. (The Bayes error is generally hard to compute, except
when the class densities are known to be Gaussian.) The Bayes error estimation should be followed
by data structure analysis, which includes many operations, such as feature extraction, clustering,

statistical tests, and modeling. Based on the studies, one may choose a proper classifier for the
given data. The final stage is the evaluation of the classifier.

4.1

Classifier Design

Once the structure of the data is studied thoroughly, it should be possible t o select a proper classifier
for the data. This section presents how t o design several typical classifiers and how to evaluate the
performance of the design. In all cases, it is assumed that a classifier is designed with respect to a
pair of classes. It is easy to extend the results t o the general multiclass case by classifying a sample
with respect to all pairs of classes and picking the class with the majority of votes. Alternatively,
one can estimate the probability that the sample belongs to a particular class (using a modified
version of the classifier) and choose the class with the highest probability.
1. Linear Classifiers: The Bayes classifier becomes linear when all the samples are normally
(Gaussian) distributed with equal covariance matrices. The Bayes classifier for a pair of classes
is then expressed in the form of a likelihood mtio classifier by
1
h(X) = (M2 - M ~ ) ~ c - ' -(M?C-'
x
2

+

M1 - M,TC-I M2)

Pl
:t = log p
2

where X is the sample vector to be classified, MI and Ma are the mean vectors of class 1 and
2, respectively, C is the covariance matrix of both classes, and t is a real-valued threshold
(denoting the hyperplane in the feature space that best separates the two classes in the sense
of the Bayes error) which depends on PI and Pz - the a priori class probabilities. When
the two classes are well separated, a simplified version of the classifier known as the distance

classifier may be be used. Note that when the classes have different covariance matrices or
when the underlying distributions are non-Gaussian, a linear classifier is not the best one.
2. Quadratic Classifiers: For the general Gaussian distribution (i.e., unequal covariance matrices), the Bayes classifier becomes quadratic. The likelihood ratio classifier is given by

1
h(X) = -(X
2

1
- MI)T X1-1 ( X - MI) - ;i(X

-M ~ ) ~ E ~' (M2)
x

lcll
PI
5 t = log + ;Iilog lc2l
p2

The first two terms in this expression are the squared Mahalanobis distance for class 1 and
2, respectively [20]. The sequential time complexity of computing the squared Mahalanobis
distance is quadratic in the number of features. When the number of feature is large, the
computation can be speeded up using eigenvalue decomposition methods which identify the
most significant eigenvalues [38]. The quadratic classifier has been widely adopted in many
applications, even without verifying that the underlying distribution of the data is Gaussian.

However, it is not known how to design an optimum quadratic classifier as can be done in the

X
with respect t o a matrix
case of a linear classifier. The optimization of h(X) = X ~ Q +vTx
Q and a vector V is too complex. Even when dealing with a general Gaussian distribution,
a linear classifier may outperform a quadratic classifier when the number of samples is small
with respect to the dimensionality of the feature space.

3. Nonparametric Classifiers: Although nonparametric techniques are important for the
evaluation of the Bayes error (an off-line computation), they are not popular as classifiers
in practice. One of the reasons is that the classifier is too complex and time consuming
for on-line operation. In addition to this, the performance of a nonparametric technique is
not necessarily better than the one of a parametric classifier. Despite these disadvantages, a
nonparametric classifier could still be adopted as a last resort when no mathematical structure
can be found for the given data.

A popular nonparametric classifier is the nearest neighbor classifier and its generalization,
known as the k-nearest neighbor classifier. Their popularity is due to their simple, albeit
inefficient design and the fact that their error rate is at worst twice that of the Bayes rate,
which is the best one can hope for [20].The basic idea behind the nearest neighbor classification rule is to store, for each class, a large set of points each of which represents a possible
instance of the class. Then, given a new feature vector, one could compare it t o each of
the stored vectors and decide whether it is close enough (using a specific metric) t o at least
one of them. Unfortunately, both the nearest neighbor and the k-nearest neighbor methods
generally require keeping in storage all the samples seen.
When a classifier is designed from a given data set, it is normally tested by a different data set.
This is sometimes referred to as the hold-out method and is supposed to give a pessimistic evaluation
of the classifier's error rate. On the other hand, an optimistic evaluation is obtained by using the
same data set for both design and test (the resubstitution method). Thus, the true performance
of the classifier is likely t o be bounded by these two evaluations. The hold-out method can be
replaced by the leave-one-out method, in which the available data set is more effectively utilized.
(Given N samples, each sample is tested for the classifier designed by N - 1samples, excluding the
tested sample. This is repeated N times.) In general, the computation time to perform both the
resubstitution and leave-one-out methods simultaneously is almost equivalent to the one for the
resubstitution method alone.

4.2

Parameter Estimation

Once we know the functional form of the density functions of the distributions, we can design
the class boundaries by partitioning the feature space using classified samples. Estimating these
density functions from available samples is very complex when we cannot assume any structure for
the multivariate form of the density function. However, if we can assume the functional form of
the density function, the problem becomes one of estimating a finite number of parameters, and
we can use well-known techniques of pammeter estimation.
The fundamental parameters that characterize a density function are the moments, usually
estimated by the sample moments. A general (il
by the average of the (il

+ i2 + . .+ i,)th

+ i2 + . .+ i,)th

order sample moment is defined

order moments of N individual random samples as

where xjk is the K t h component of the j t h sample. In most applications, one is mainly interested
in the first- and second-order moments, the sample mean vector M and sample autocomlation
matrix

3, respectively.

They are defined by

Central moments such as variances and covariance matrices can be estimated from the sample
mean vector and sample autocorrelation matrix. The sample covariance mat& is given by

For the multivariate normal distribution, the sample mean vector and sample autocorrelation (covariance) matrix are a sufficient statistic (i.e., they contain all the information in the
samples relevant to estimating the unknown parameters of the population) [I]. The multivariate
normal distribution is a straightforward generalization of the univariate normal distribution to an
n-dimensional space [20]. Its density function is given by

where Zis an n-dimensional column vector representing a point in the n-dimensional parameter
space. The multivariate normal density is completely specified by n
entries for the mean vector and n(n
matrix).

+ n(n + 1)/2 parameters (n

+ l)/2 entries on and above the diagonal of the covariance
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Figure 4.1: Representative subset of the objects used in our classification experiments

4.3

Classification Experiments

An extensive set of classification experiments was done using the object set shown in Figure 3.2
and Figure 3.3. Thus, our database included 64 objects: 18 bowls, 7 cups, 16 glasses, 5 pots, 11
plates and 7 skillets. The 2-D cross sections of a representative subset of them are shown in Figure

4.1 with all objects drawn to the same scale. Conceptually, we performed two different suites of
classification experiments.
In the first suite, we used four of the superquadric parameters (i.e., 7,Ro,R1 and a ) directly
without normalizing or projecting them. The set of models was randomly partitioned into two
subsets: A training set and a testing set. The former was used to acquire category prototypes (i.e.,

4 Attributes ITrain Vs. Test Set I 1 4 Order Statistics

Success Rate

4 Attributes ITrain Vs. Ten Set 12-nd Order Statistics

Success Rate

Noise

Figure 4.2: Classification success rates vs. noise for (a) linear classifier, and (b) quadratic classifier
mean and covariance statistics) while the latter to test the classifier against novel instances. Due
to the small size of our model database, roughly 80% were used for training and the remaining
20% for testing. This splitting was repeated many times for each partition, to average our chance
fluctuations, and the classification success rates were averaged at the end of the run. To test
the classifier's robustness to noise, each experiments was repeated with varying levels of uniform,
independent, additive normalized noise. (The noise was added during the training and testing
phase.) Eight distinct levels of peak-to-peak noise-to-signal ratios were used: 0.0 (no noise), 0.05,
0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 (a very high level of noise).
Figure 4.2(a) shows the graphs of the classification success rates of a linear classifier (i.e., using
only the mean and standard deviation of each of the superquadric parameters) on the training
and testing sets as a function of noise. Figure 4.2(b) similarly compares classification success rate
as a function of noise on familiar and novel cases, but for a quadratic classifier (i.e., using also
correlations among the parameters.) Theoretically, the performance of a quadratic classifier is
generally better than that of a linear classifier since it can better separate classes having relatively
small between-class distances. (This is assuming that the underlying distribution is Gaussian.)
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Figure 4.3: Projection of superquadric parameters in direction of first three principal components

In the second suite of experiments, we first normalized the six superquadric parameters shown in
Figure 3.3 and then projected them onto a three-dimensional space using the first three principal
components (eigenvectors) shown in Figure 3.4. As mentioned in Section 3.4, we bootstrapped
from the original set of objects by duplicating each of the superquadric parameter vectors several
times and then adding random uniform noise to each of the copies. The principal components
were computed using the technique of Multiple Discriminant Analysis, after normalization was
performed. Figure 4.3 illustrates the new features obtained in this manner when using a peak-topeak noise-to-signal ratio of 0.15. As in the case of the first suite of classification experiments, we
repeated this process with peak-to-peak noise-to-signal ratios of 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5
and 0.8, both for the training sets and the testing sets.
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Figure 4.4: Classification success rates vs. noise of projected features, parameterized by train noise
Figure 4.4 shows the graphs of the classification success rates of a quadratic classifier on testing
sets such as the one shown in Figure 4.3 as a function of the peak-to-peak Noise-to-Signal Ratio
(NSR). The five illustrated graphs are parameterized by the amount of noise used during the

tnzining phase (i.e., an NSR of 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.5). As can be seen, noise added during
the training phase has little benefit if the training set is noise-free. However, as the noise added to
the testing set increases, the benefits of training with noise become apparent. For example, when
the testing set has an NSR of 0.20 the classification success rate goes up from 78% to 95% by
adding a moderate amount of noise (NSR = 0.10) during the training phase. Interestingly, we have
not encountered a point of diminishing returns - the more noise added during the training phase,
the better the classifier's performance was during the testing phase.

A number of observations can be made about the results of our classification experiments.
Starting with the first suite of experiments,
1. The performance of the linear classifier is remarkably good. Average classification success

rates are over 90% at low levels of noise (i.e., a noise-to-signal ratio equal to or less than 0.15),
both for familiar (training set) and novel (testing set) objects. As expected, the performance
on the training set is consistently better than on the testing set and approaches the ideal
100% classification success rate when no noise is present. We attribute this to the highly
discriminating nature of the superquadric features.

2. The classification success rate of the linear classifier tends t o decrease fairly linearly as the
level of noise increases. This is especially true for moderate t o high levels of noise. In contrast,
the slope of the graphs is almost zero at low levels of noise, indicating a certain robustness
to noise.

3. There appears to be little reason for using the quadratic classifier, since its performance on
novel cases is worse than that of the linear version. (Even for familiar one, the quadratic
classifier has only a small edge over the linear classifier when little noise is present.) We
attribute this to the poor quality of the covariance estimates due to the relatively small size
of the training sets.
A different set of observations can be made from the second suite of classification experiments:
1. The quadratic classifier does remarkably good if a) the original features are normalized with

respect to the class-averaged mean and covariance, b) the normalized features are projected
using Multiple Discriminant Analysis, and c) the projected features are bootstrapped from
using of a modest amount of noise during training.

2. The amount of noise added during training should reflect the expected amount of noise and/or
distortion present when classifying novel instances of existing classes. Too much noise using
training may be detrimental, although we have not encountered such behavior.

3. We used uniform independent noise, even though we expect the distribution of domain objects
to be Gaussian. It would be interesting to repeat the second suite of classification experiments using a multivariate Gaussian noise generator driven by the estimated class covariance
matrices.

Chapter

Evidential Model Indexing
In this section we turn our attention to the problem of recognizing the object model defined by the
protoparts and protorelations found by the Shape and Joint Classification Subsystems. The problem
can be formulated as concept recognition in semantic networks. Knowledge in semantic networks
is expressed using concepts, their properties, and the hierarchical subclass/superclass relationships
between concepts. Concepts are represented as nodes and the hierarchical relationships between
them are represented using IS-A links. Properties are also represented by nodes and are usually
attached to the highest concept to which they apply. Traditional representation languages (e.g., KL-

ONE [15])do not deal appropriately with critical aspects of world knowledge such as the presence of
exceptions, multiple hierarchies, conflicting information, and uncertainty. Shastri and Feldman [48]
have proposed to integrate evidential reasoning into semantic networks. Their language supports
two important forms of limited inference in semantic networks: inheritance and recognition.
Inheritance allows an agent to infer properties of a concept based on the properties of its ancestors.
Recognition is the dual of the inheritance problem [47]. Unlike inheritance, which seeks some
property value of a given concept, recognition seeks a concept that has some specified property
values. Within Shastri's evidential formulation, finding solutions to inheritance and recognition
problems may be viewed as decision making under uncertainty that requires choosing the most
likely alternative from among a set of mutually exclusive alternatives. This involves combining
the evidence provided by relevant evidential assertions and using it to compute the likelihood
of competing hypotheses. Most importantly, Shastri's formalism offers a uniform treatment of
inheritance and recognition problems, including those that involve exceptions, multiple hierarchies,
and conflicting information, and can be efficiently implemented on a massively parallel computer.

5.1

Representat ion Language

To accommodate evidential information, Shastri has extended the traditional semantic network
representation to include evidential information in the form of certain relative frequencies [47]. The
resulting representation language may be viewed as an evidential extension to a somewhat restricted
version of frame-based languages such as KL-ONE [15]. Concepts are, therefore, treated as labeled
collections of [attribute, value] pairs. The values of attributes are also concepts, and hence, concepts
may be arbitrarily complex. In addition to associating property values with concepts, Shastri stores
frequency distributions of concepts with respect t o certain property values. For example, an agent's
conceptual representation may hold: "60% of all apples are red, 30% are green, and 10% are yellow."
In Shastri's representation language, the strength of all evidential relationships between concepts
and their attribute values are derived from such frequency distributions.
Formally, following Shastri's notation, an agent's a priori knowledge consists of the septuple

where C is the set of concepts,
the mapping:

+ (2C),

X is the mapping: C -+ (2'1,

A is

# is the mapping from concepts to integers: C + Z, 6 - the distribution

function - is the mapping: C x @

C

a is the set of properties,
+

2CxZ, and

<< is a partial ordering defined on C. For each

E C , X(C) is the subset of 9 that consists of properties that are applicable to C. Similarly,

for each P E 9, A(P) is the subset of C that consists of all possible values of P. Finally, for each

C E C, if C is a Token then #C = 1, and if C is a Type then #C = the number of instances of

C observed by the agent. The number mapping may be extended to concepts that have more than
one property value pair. Specifically, let PI,.. .,P, denote the set of properties of a concept and

Vl ,...,V, denote the corresponding property values. Then #CIPl, Vl] . ..[Pn, V,] is the number of
instances of C observed to have the values Vl for property PI, ..., and Vn for P,.
The representation language just described has some salient features. It nicely accommodates
partial knowledge, supports a pmbcrbilistic as well as an exemplar based description of concepts,
and subsumes the non-evidential case. The language permits associating a property with a concept
without having to specify its property value, as well as associating multiple and default values with a
property, and allows exceptional property values, but not exceptional IS-A links. Finally, although
absolute numbers are used to specify the distribution and the size of concepts, an agent need only
deal with mtios of such frequencies.

5.2

Inheritance and Recognition

The centml problem in evidential reasoning is the problem of combining evidence. In general,
an agent's knowledge about a concept A may be represented as an n-dimensional matrix where
n = (X(A)(. Each dimension of A corresponds to an applicable property and the marginals of A

correspond to the number of instances of A having the value V for property P (i.e., #A[P,V]).
The internal elements of A correspond to the number of instances of A that have the appropriate
combination of property values. The problem of guessing the identity of an object given its attribute

values is far from trivial. In practice, the agent seldom knows the internal matrix elements; the
best he can do is find their most probable estimates on the basis of available information.
Let a macro-configuration be a specification of the number of objects placed in each of the cells
in the matrix associated with concept A. The goal is to find the most probable macro-configuration,
subject to the constraints imposed by the matrix marginals. Let a micro-configuration be a
complete specification of the result of such a distribution, that is, the number of objects placed in

each cell and the identity of these objects. A micro-configuration is feasible if it satisfies all the
constraints imposed by the marginals. Shastri has made the observation that, given his knowledge,
a rational agent has no basis for assuming that a particular feasible micro-configuration is more

probable than some other feasible micro-configuration. The most probable macro-configuration,
therefore, is the one which is supported by the greatest number of feasible micro-configurations. A
derivation of the most probable macro-configuration, referred to by Shastri as the best estimate
rule in [47], states that based on the knowledge of #A[PI, K],

..., and #A[Pn, Vn], the best (i.e.,

most probable) estimate of #AIPl, Vl] . . .[Pn, Vn] is given by

In terms of the representation language introduced in Section 5.2, the inheritance problem
can be stated as follows:
Given:

O = (C, a, A, A, #, 6, <),C E C, P E A(C), and

V-SET = {Vl,.
Find:

..,Vn), an enumeration

of possible answers 6 A(P)

V* E V-SET such that, for any V , E V-SET, the best estimate of
#C[P, V*] 2 the best estimate of #C[P, K]'s.

The solution t o the inheritance problem is trivial if the agent knows 6(C, P); all he has to do is

compare the known #C[P, K]'s and choose the V; for which this is the maximum. But if the agent
does not know b(C, P) then he has t o compute the most probable estimate of the #C[P, K]'s based
on knowledge available at other concepts in the concept hierarchy.
Shastri divides the inheritance problem to into two cases: direct inheritance and multiple
inheritance. Direct inheritance is analogous to the notion of direct inference in statistical inference.
Given two concepts C and B such that C
but b(B, P ) is known, then

<< B, and a property P such that S(C, P ) is not known,

- in the absence of any other information:

#C
the best estimate of #C[P, V] = #B[P,V] x #B
In a multiple inheritance situation multiple relevant concepts exist and a solution to the inheritance problem requires that evidence from these concepts be combined. Given a concept C and
a property P E X(C), a concept B is relevant to C with respect to P, if and only if C << B,
6(B, P ) is known, and no concept A exists (distinct from C and B) such that b(A, P)is known and

C << A << B. The set of concepts that are relevant to C with respect t o P is denoted by r ( C , P).
See [47] for a detailed development of multiple inheritance.

In terms of the representation language introduced in Section 5.2, the recognition problem
can be stated as follows:
Given:

O = (C,+,X,A,#,6,<<)

C-SET = {Cl,.

..,C,),

an enumeration of possible answers C C, and a descrip-

..,[P,,

tion, D, consisting of a set of property value pairs {[PI,K], .
that V[Pj,

V,])

such

V;.] E Dl

4E A(Pj), and
Find:

Pj E ~CEGSET
X(C)
C* E C-SET such that, relative to the concepts specified in C-SET, C* is the
most likely concept described by 2).

In order to solve the recognition problem one needs first to compute the most likely estimates
of #C;[Pl, Vl] .. .[P,, V], for each C, E C-SET using the best estimate rule and then choose the
concept C* for which the estimate has the highest magnitude among all members of C-SET. Note
that recognition is more complex than inheritance because the latter involves only a single concept
and a single property whereas the former involves multiple concepts and multiple properties. Again,
see [47] for a detailed development of recognition involving multiple relevant concepts.

5.3

Model Indexing Algorithm

We are now ready to apply the formal evidential framework just introduced to the problem of
protopart model indexing. The input to our algorithm is the set

a*,a2...Bn of protoparts output

by the Shape Classification Subsystem. (See the block diagram of our proposed vision system in
Chapter 1.) Each protopart 9; has associated with it a measure of fit, 0

2;)and the vector of
..a;) of input superquadric part S,. In addition, a list of pointers I ii, ii . ..i&. }

on the degree of match between its precompiled statistics (that is,
parameters (a;, a;.

< Fj < 1, which is based

that index into the system's model database is linked to protopart

4;

and

a;.

The algorithm for finding the best matching model is as follows.
1. For each protopart B,, 1 5 j

5 n, retrieve the set of models Mj using its list of pointers

2. For each model in Mi, assign Fj (the prototype measure of fit) t o each of its parts Pjthat are
indexed by protopart B,. Add the model t o a global list M which keeps track of all indexed
models.

3. For each model mi E M, compute its most likely estimate using the best estimate rule as
described in Section 5.2:

Only parts receiving evidence from protoparts (Fj> 0) participate in the computation.
4. Choose a model m* for which the quantity computed in (3) has the highest magnitude.

The time complexity of the algorithm depends on whether it is implemented on a parallel or
serial computer. On a serial computer the time complexity depends on the amount of preprocessing
done and the distribution of model parts among the protoparts. Assuming that model parts are
hashed by protoparts and that the distribution of model parts among the protoparts is uniform,
the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n.
to the algorithm) and

(@I),

where n is the number of protoparts (the input

4 is the average size of a protopart. The result reflects the fact that i) each

of the n protoparts indexes

(@I

model parts, ii) each of the indexed parts participates only once in

the computation of the best estimate in step (3), and iii) the time complexity of finding the model
with the highest estimate is linear in the number of indexed models (at most n

I@\).

As noted

in Section 1.2, the optimal size of a protopart is proportional to the square root of the number of
models. Thus, the resulting time complexity is sublinear in the number of models. However, as will
be seen, we can do better than this on a parallel computer.

5.4

Massively Parallel Realization

Enormous speedups are possible when concept recognition is programmed on a massively parallel
architecture. Similar t o the successful application of this paradigm to evidential reasoning in semantics networks [47], concept recognition can be implemented on a massively parallel architecture
which employs spreading activation and distributed control to efficiently support inheritance and
recognition. Shastri's representation language uses special units t o encode concepts, properties,
and the relations among them. Units have only two states: active or inert. Active units produce an
output that is equal t o their potential. For concept nodes, the potential is graded and represents
their level of activity. Queries are presented to the semantic network via special routine networks
which are appropriately interfaced with the semantic network, activating the relevant units in it.
The network settles down after a period of time that is linearly proportional t o the depth of the
conceptual hierarchy (i.e., logarithmic in the number of concepts). A "winner-take-all" network
(which is part of the query network) arbitrates among the possible candidate answers. The routine
network has mechanisms to deal with conflicts and null answers.

Chapter 6

Work Plan
This proposal is primarily concerned with the design and implementation of certain critical subsystems of the vision system described in Chapter 1. We have decided to focus our attention on
the modules that, given superquadric shape parameters of 3-D parts extracted from a depth map
( 2 3 - sketch)
~
and their position, orientation and size parameters, compute in a bottom-up fashion

the set of candidate models that have as parts a large fraction of the input parts, subject to the
part relation constraints. Concentrating our efforts on these modules is a natural continuation of
Solina and Gupta's work, as described in Chapter 2, and is a necessary prerequisite for exploring
top-down feedback to the segmentation modules. To ensure robustness and efficiency of recognition,
we propose to employ an evidential approach which has an efficient parallel realization.
As evident in classification experiments that we described in Section 4.3 and in a forthcoming technical report [31], we have made substantial progress towards the realization of the Shape
Classification Subsystems. Our experiments demonstrate that it is possible t o train a statistical
classifier using a training sample of modest size to reliably classify superquadric parts using only
their superquadric shape parameters. The experiments also show that recognition rates degrade
gracefully in the presence of noise. In the following sections we bring together our ideas regarding
protopart feature extraction, statistical protopart classification and evidential model indexing as
introduced in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The key idea is that a significant narrowing down
of the number of candidate object models can be done efficiently using superquadric shape information of parts. Additional pruning is possible using pairwise part adjacency relations. Although
we have decided to leave the design and implementation of the Object Disambiguation Subsystem
until after this thesis is completed, we discuss some preliminary ideas of ours in Section 6.4.

6.1

Motivation

Although our primary concern is the design of a working computer vision system, we are also
concerned about the biological plausibility of our architecture. Our approach is influenced by the
work of Feldman [24] and more recent research by Kosslyn et al. [33]. Kosslyn's agenda can best
be described using his own words. Quoting from [33], 'Our goal is t o specify what is computed by
distinct processing subsystems, not how these subsystems actually carry out these computations"
[our emphasis]. In contrast, we - as does Feldman - attempt to grapple with both levels.
The architecture of our proposed vision system closely resembles that of Kosslyn's proposal.
Kosslyn uses neuroanatomical, neurophysiological, and computational constraints to motivate a set
of hypotheses about the functional organization of high-level vision. The computational constrains
arise from the observation that people can identify objects when viewed from novel vantage points
or when they are misoriented, when viewed at different distances or different sizes, and when
they appear in different parts of the visual field. In addition, we typically can identify objects
when their shapes do not exactly match the shapes of previous seen objects, when the spatial
relationships among the parts vary, and when objects are partially occluded or partially degraded
in other ways. The primary neuroanatomical and neurophysiological constraints come from the
many known cortical visual areas and their connections in the primate and in the human brain
[54]. The most striking neurological constraint is the evidence that shape information and spatial

relationship information in the primate cortex and in the human cortex are processed in two distinct
cortical pathways [33]. The shape pathway (also known as the "ventral systemn) runs from the
occipital lobe t o the inferior temporal lobe while the spatial relationship pathway (referred to as
the Udorsalsystemn) leads from the occipital lobe t o the parietal lobes.
Our thesis is that there is a clear computational advantage to splitting the computation of
shape and spatial relationships into two concumnt processing streams. Shape information of parts
can be efficiently extracted by low-level vision processes in a bottom-up fashion and used by a
parallel, evidential model indexing algorithm to rapidly narrow down the number of candidate
models, prior to verification of object models against the spatial relationships of these parts in
the image. This rapid narrowing of candidate models permits a growth in the size of the model
database without a substantial degradation in recognition time. In addition, separating shape
information from connectivity and articulation constraints should significantly simplify the design

and implementation of the proposed vision system.
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Figure 6.1: Modules of the proposed vision system

6.2

The Proposed Approach

Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram of our proposed vision system at the module level. In this
proposal, we concentrate on the highlighted modules. The input to the system is a single-viewpoint
dense range map obtained using a laser range scanner. It is processed by the modules of the Range
Preprocessing Subsystem under the guidance of the Bottom-Up Segmentation Controller. The three
low-level vision modules are fashioned after Gupta's integrated framework for segmenting dense
range data of complex 3-D objects into their constituent parts in terms of surface and volumetric
primitives [29]. Recapitulating Section 2.2, to recover shape descriptions, Gupta uses bi-quadric
models for surface representation and uses superquadric models for object-centered volumetric
representation. The surface segmentation, computed by the Contour and Surface Estimator, is used
to generate region adjacency graphs, to localize surface discontinuities, and to derive global shape
properties of the surfaces. A superquadric model is recovered by Solina's Superquadric Estimator
for the entire data set and residuals are computed to evaluate the fit [50]. (See Section 2.1.) The
Bottom-Up Segmentation Controller invokes the modules in a systematic manner, evaluates the
intermediate descriptions, and integrates them to achieve final segmentation.

Intermediate-level vision processing begins with the set of superquadric parts output by the
Range Preprocessing Subsystem. Figure 6.2 illustrates a scene contains a standing human figure
which has been segmented into six parts: a head (S1), right and left arms (S2 and

and right and left legs (S5 and

S3),torso (S4),

Ss).Each superquadric part has associated with it - in addition

to the estimates of its 3-D position, orientation, size and shape parameters - a measure of fit
denoting the quality of match to the range data as well as c o n . e n c e intemals on its parameters.
The processing of the superquadric parts is divided between the Shape Classification Subsystem
and the Joint Classification Subsystems. The former simultaneously classifies each superquadric
part into one of several part classes termed protoparts (prototypical parts) using the superquadric
shape parameters, while the latter similarly classifies superquadric part adjacency relationships into
protorelations (prototypical relations). The Protopart Feature Extractor is needed to effectively
select a small number of features (superquadric parameters) to be used in defining the boundaries
of protoparts. (The Protorelation Feature Extractor performs similar tasks for relations.) The
reduction in the dimensionality of the superquadric parameter space is achieved by combining the
features in different ways t o yield a small number of new and substantially more diagnostic features.
See Chapter 3 for a formal treatment of the subject.
Given the parameter values of the features extracted from the superquadric part under consideration, the St atistical Protopart Classifier computes for each protopart the likelihood that the
part belongs t o it and then outputs the protopart with the highest probability. The statisticsbased approach can be shown to be optimal with respect to storage space and classification time
when the distribution of domain parts belongs t o a family of simple parametric functions (e.g.,
the Gaussian) and when a large enough training sample is available. (Even when the distribution
deviates somewhat from the ideal and the size of the training set is marginal, classification results
are usually quite good.) This is because only a few statistics need be kept to summarize large
amounts of data and because the computation of class probabilities can be carried out efficiently.
Assuming, for the time being, a Gaussian (normal) distribution of model parts, the computation
would be done using the vector of mean values and the covariance matrix associated with each
protopart. (See Chapter 4 for a detailed exposition of statistical protopart classification.) Both
the mean vector and covariance matrix are precomputed for each protopart from the set of model
parts that were clustered together to form it. The classification is repeated for all superquadric
parts. (The same type of computation is performed by the Statistical Protorelation Classifier for
all pairs of superquadric parts.)

Figure 6.2: Flow diagram of the bottom-up computation in the Proposed vision system
Returning to Figure 6.2, the diagram illustrates the classification of each of the superquadric
parts extracted from an image of a human figure - glossing over the details of protopart feature
extraction -into the protopart which best matches it. For example, the human's right and left arms
(i.e., Sz and S3)are both classified into the same protopart, namely Fl. This is not a coincidence,
since the statistics associated with PI (that is, the shape parameters mean vector
matrix

2):

fir and covariance

are derived in our example from the set of model parts that closely resemble a human

arm. Similarly, the torso (or body) of the human figure (i.e., Sq) is classified into protopart

73.

Note that P3in our simplified example represents a cluster of parts which contains, in addition to
the torso

(Pi)of the model of a human (i.e., MI), the torso (Pi)of the model of a dog (i.e., Mz)

due to their shape similarities. Also, note that each of the four protoparts represents a collection of
similar object parts, some of which may come from object models that are not shown in the figure
for reasons of brevity. As mentioned in Section 3, the total cost of object recognition is minimized,
in theory, when the degree of feature sharing (that is, clustering of similar superquadric model
parts to form a protopart) is proportional to the square root of the number of models in the system
database.

High-level vision processing takes place in the Candidate Selection Subsystem where the classified parts are used by the Protopart Model Indexer t o mpidly and efficientlyselect from a large
model database the few candidate models that are most consistent with the classified parts. The
idea is t o select a subset of the system's model base solely on the basis of the shape of the superquadric parts. As we have seen in Chapter 5, this is done by computing a confidence value for
each model, based on the confidence measure of the indexing superquadric parts (as computed by
the Shape Classification Subsystem) and the a priori probability of observing each part and relation
in the scene. Only those models whose confidence measure exceeds some predefined threshold are
output by the Protopart Model Indexer. The confidence measure can be simultaneously computed
for all models very quickly using a massively parallel evidential network. (See Section 5.4.)
The two concurrent processing streams are effectively combined when classified relations (i-e.,
protorelations) are used by the Protorelation Model Pruner to reject models that are most inconsistent with them. A tree pattern matching algorithm may be used t o match the part adjacency
relations that are output by the Joint Classification Subsystem with the partlwhole relationships of
the models selected by the Protopart Model Indexer. Essentially, the Protorelation Model Pruner
uses the classified protorelations as constmints on the parts of the models that were selected in the
first phase to reduce the uncertainty associated with them. The general idea is that many object
models may be indexed by a given pair of protoparts (since each protopart is usually shared by
many models), but only a few models will be consistent with a pair of protoparts when taking into
account information about their spatial relationship. Propagating the pairwise constraints should
further reduce the number of matching object models since the likelihood of two models sharing
many parts and relations should be very low in practical domains.
The processing loop is closed if more than one model survives the pruning that is done by
the Protorelation Model Pruner or if none of the models is found t o be consistent with the input.
The Object Disambiguating Subsystem performs a sequential top-down disambiguation of the hypothesized models by selecting the most diagnostic model part that has not been recognized yet
and directing the attention of the Attention Window (via the Top-Down Attention Shifter) to their
predicted

3-Dlocations in hope that a better segmentation of the range data will resolve all ambigu-

ities. Alternatively, active perception can be used to disambiguate between the competing models.

By rotating the sensed object (or the camera) a new image can be obtained in which missing or
corrupted data is made available or enhanced. An interesting research problem is combining the
results of bottom-up processing in two images so that redundant computation is avoided.

6.3

What I plan to D o

This section contains a timetable for the completion of this thesis proposal. It is estimated that it
will take about a year to complete the thesis (once the proposal is approved), based on the time
estimates for completing the following tasks. The tasks are listed in the order of implementation,
taking into account the dependencies among the modules shown in Figure 6.1. An effort has been
made to come up with realistic estimates.
1. Setting Up a Domain: We plan to test our proposed vision system using the domain of simple

concave kitchen utensils such as bowls, cups, etc. These objects have a small number of
parts (usually no more than three) which can usually be described using only superquadric
primitives. Surface texture and color are usually of minor importance, there is no joint
articulation, and parts rarely intersect each other. The diversity of the domain stems from
the variability in the size and shape of the parts and the location of the joints. Our database
currently contains a total of 64 distinct objects: 18 bowls, 7 cups/mugs, 16 glasses, 5 pots,
11 plates/saucers, and 7 skillets. Adding new models should be a fairly simple task using a

CAD tool such as Supersketch [41].

2. Protopart Clustering: We have done some preliminary clustering experiments in our chosen
domain using a simple similarity-based algorithm. The results are reported in Section 3.4.
We plan t o investigate the effects of the clustering algorithm chosen, the parameters of each
algorithm used, the number of dusters generated, and the number and kind of superquadric
features selected. We currently have at our disposal two different clustering algorithms: a
parametric similarity-based algorithm and a non-parametric algorithm. Since this is one of
the more difficult aspects of this proposal, we estimate that it will take us about a two to
three month to come up with a good clustering and feature extraction approach.

3. Protopart Classifiation: Classifying the various protoparts once they are formed using clustering should not take too much time. We already have a dassifier designed for the multivariate
Gaussian distribution. (We have implemented the dassifier in CommonLisp on a Symbolics
Lisp Machine, and ported it to an IBM PC/RT running 4.3 BSD Unix and an IBM mainframe
running VM/370.) We are making the assumption that parts in our domain are normally
distributed. If this turns out t o be an inappropriate assumption, we will need to look into
more robust techniques, including non-parametric classification.

4. Protopart Model Indezing: The Protopart Model Indexer can be implemented in three to

four weeks using the Itochester University connectionist simulator. (Most of the time will
probably be spent getting familiar with the simulator.) The simulator emulates a parallel
realization on a sequential computer. Using the simulator requires coding our representations
(i.e., protoparts and object models) in a special syntax and running the simulator's compiler
on the result to create a connectionist network which can then be used to test the pattern
matcher's response to various test inputs.

5 . Protorelation Model Pruning: The Protorelation Model Pruning is probably the least defined
aspect of our proposal. To test it, we will need t o define the features that will be used t o
cluster and classify protorelations and come up with an efficient framework for integrating
evidence from protorelations with evidence from protoparts. The foundation for this has been
laid down above, but much more work is needed before attempting t o implement the Tree
Pattern Matcher. A conservative estimate of the time required for the completion of this
phase is two to three months.

6 . Testing the System: We intend to use as input synthetic data generated using Pentland's
Thingworld modeling system [42]. The depth images will initially be segmented manually

.

We estimate that this phase of our work should take from three to four months. Eventually,
we hope t o evaluate our system using an automatic segmentation algorithm such the one
described in [29] (i.e., Gupta's SUPERSEG program), but this will probably have to wait
until after this thesis is completed.
7 . Wrapping Everything Up: We estimate it will take about a month or two to put the thesis
together once the above mentioned tasks are completed. This, of course, assumes that the
various sections of the thesis will be updated along with the research and implementation of
the three modules highlighted in Figure 6.1. Since evidential model indexing using protoparts
is at the core of our proposed thesis, the most important items above are 1 - 4 and 6. Item
number 5 (Protorelation Model Pruning) is a refinement of 2 - 4 using the (binary) relations
among an object's parts, rather than the unitary constraints of parts. It may be necessary
to cut some corners when implementing it to stick to our total estimate of one year.

6.4

Post-Thesis Research

In this section we expand on the Object Disambiguation Subsystem described in Section 6.2. The
ideas discussed in this section are not part of this thesis proposal but, rather, are part of our longrange plan. Recapitulating, the Object Disambiguation Subsystem is needed when more than one
candidate model receives substantial support by the Candidate Selection Subsystem or when the
confidence factor associated with the best candidate model is lower than some predefined threshold.
This situation may arise due t o a) poor image quality (due t o lighting conditions, sensor noise, etc.),
b) unfavorable viewing angle resulting in the occlusion of important features, and c) a unique object

which does not satisfactorily match any of the models stored in the system's database. We will
concentrate on the second case (i.e., unfavorable viewing angle) which falls under the header of
active vision [52].
The Object Disambiguation Subsystem, therefore, may be viewed as a high-level mechanism for
gaze control - the active manipulation of the imaging system to aid in the performance of the object

recognition task. The primary goal of gaze control, in this context, is t o overcome a limited field of
view and t o reduce the computational complexity of object identification. By moving the camera
(or the sensed object) a new image can be obtained in which occluded data is made available.
The problem, given a set of candidate models, is t o decide where to "look next". The optimal
solution should minimize the uncertainty of interpretation. In other words, the new vantage point
needs to be chosen such that additional evidence can be gained from which to make a more certain
interpretation. Recognition and gaze change should be repeatedly interleaved until the level of
confidence is such that a single model is matched with the sensed object.
The bottom-up subsystems of our proposed vision system are ideally suited to driving gaze
change since uncertainty is represented and reasoned about explicitly at aU levels of representat ation. Specifically, uncertainty is represented in the low-level modules of our vision system for
each superquadric part in the form of a measure of fit derived from the least squares residual and
confidence intervals for each of the superquadric parameters. In the intermediate-level modules
uncertainty is represented for each superquadric part as the a posteriori probability of belonging to
a given protopart. (The probability is computed using the a priori probability and class statistics
associated with each protopart.) In the high-level modules uncertainty is explicitly represented
using Shastri's evidential representation language and inference is carried out using this evidential
formulas for inheritance and recognition.
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